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"A woman's place is in the home.*" So men have agreed
for hundreds of years. The female of the species exists
for two purposes alone-- to provide companionship for
men and to help regenerate mankind or so they said.
Certainly no competition with males in any manly form
of endeavor is to be tolerated.
The women, however, have not always been so sure.
Time was when they were content to have the man provide
the livlihood and everything depended upon him. But
as more and more social freedoms were established in
the United States, at least, the woman was able to
strike out increasingly on her own. They have been quite
successful in many instances, much to the chagrin of
believers in a strictly patriarchal society. They have
obtained jobs and founded businesses, and still carried
oat their feiinine obligations.
What is the woman's proper place? Would women
invade the professions on a par with men if they were
completely able? Or do they really want to stay with
the security of life at home? The answer seems to be
largely individual. One girl may want to work at a
rather unimportant, well paying job for a few years, and
then leave, to begin to raise a family. It seems probable
that after about twenty years, when her children have
grown up and left home, she may want to occupy her time
and energies with a job, which may assume considerable
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importance. The will only be in early middle age and
will have many effective years ahead. Another woman
might try to dovetail family life in with a career
and meet with varying degrees of success. An under-
standing employer seems to be a great asset in this
attempt, allowing her to take time off for pregnancies
and nursing. On the other hand she may find it im-
possible to do both and have to give up one of her ins
terests, becoming either a wife and mother or a career
woman.
Many girls seem intent upon breaking into the
ranks of industry and business. Whether they are mo-
tinted by a real interest in a field or by some
psychological desire for masculine conflict is again
an individual thing. some channel their efforts along
this line because they feel they are unattractive and
an unfit partner for marriage. It is interesting to
note here, however, that less than 10 of marrigeable-
age women in this country are single (Population changes
may affect this in the future.). This indicates what
everyone seems to know anyway -- that women, regardless
of career aspirations, are essentially home-loving
creatures. Men of industry have been very reluctant
to hire women for positions of importance. They feel
the expense of training s omeone in ajob which she may
leave after a few months or years to raise a family is
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not worth the effort; they are much more inclined to take
on an older or unattractive woman whose value to the
company could not be reduced to zero through marriage or
pregnancy. Cf course, women have long held considerable
influence in certain fields such as fashions. Some pro-
fessional men probably sense a threat to their station and
find no way to cope with this new type of opposition.
Others claim that women wouldn't find a congenial atmos-
phere in a largely male company. Whatever their rational-
izations may be, discrimination against women in business
and industry does exist, many times on quite justifiable
grounds.
Perhaps one reason that women have not assumed im-
portance faster is that there is very little machinery
available for preparing them professionally. Many colleges
and universities exist for their use, but very few of them
train girls for jobs other than in purely clerical fields.
why does a young woman desire to attend a college?
In many cases it is the mark of high social status to be
a graduate of one of the fashionable girls' schools. A
girl in this position is rarely concerned about a career,
college having provided an introduction to womanhood and
marriage. This introduction into mature life fulfills
a very real need in American society, and is the stated
aim of many colleges. The alumna of such a school has
been provided with an excellent general education, but
does not, nor does she desire to, venture out of a world
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in which she is secure and happy.
Many girls enter colleges, usually coeducational,
with the avowed purpose of marriage. The education pro-
vided is incidental to the finding of a husband and they
are often willing to drop out of school when they have
succeeded. In addition, many girls enter college,
leaving to marry later, without any preconceived inten-
tions. Here an educational institution has become a
"marriage mill" and is not realizing the very purpose
for its existence. The need for social contact between
the sexes is evident, but it seems a happier solution
might be found if we accepted this necessity, recognized
it as such, and provided for it in a less farcial way than
at present.
These two cases, of course, represent the extremes.
In fact, the majority of female college students do not
fall into either classification. They are, no doubt,
sincerely enrolled to obtain a good general education for
later life and to join in the fellowship of the collegiate
atmosphere. They graduate, marry, raise a family -- lead
a normal life.
M.I.T., with its curriculum preparing students of
high promise for positions of leadership in various
scientific and engineering professions, has assumed a
place of great importance in the United States today.
Its facilities and faculties in many of these fields are
unexcelled. It is natural that the majority of students
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coming to the Institute should be men, for the technical
rofessions are predominantly male. However, T..T.?. has
long made it a practice to admit women to most of its
courses, although this is not commonly realized outside
of the Institute. The first woman at the school, a
iiss Ellern Swallow, was admitted in 1870 shortly after
its founding. The idea of a coeducational college was
brand new and this girl's attendance here must have
created quite a disturbance. Miss Swallow and her
feminine successors were really determined to complete
their studies and upon entrance into the professional
world many of them achieved considerable importance,
despite anti-female prejudices. Since that time the
number of women students has slowly increased so that
today there are some 100 of them, both full- and
part-time attendance. In recent years the number has
been fairly static -- about 20 freshmen girls are
admitted each year. Apparently this acount is merely
a percentage of the total population of applicants
interested in technology; the Institute makes no
conscious effort to accept or reject them except on
grounds of professional oromise.
To answer the hackneyed question of wihy girls
come to M.I.T. would require as many reolies as there
are students , and it probably would not be any satis-
faction to anyone to know anyway. Most come to obtain
what they consider to be the best possible education in
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a technological field. They are here ifor essentially
the same reasons as the men, and in all aspects of their
school activities do not radically differ from them.
Some state that they came here expressly to find a
husband, but this is a little difficult to credit en-
tirely, considering the physical and financial load, (Act-
ually about one-quarter of them have married M.I.T. men).
Statistics show that 855 of the women graduates
of M.I.T. have worked in the field for which they trained
and that two-thirds of them have married. This implies
that many have been able to maintain family life while
pursuing a career, perhaps proving that they are really
no different from other women college graduates.
One of the things M.I.T. students have enjoyed is
a high degree of independence and self-government not
found at many other universities. A minimum of faculty
intervention in student affairs has been noticeable
through most of the school's history. Very few rules
exist at all. This freedom has been shared by the
girla as well and is jealously guarded. The Institute
has tried to maintain a policy of sex equality as much
as possible. This feeling is not held by all the male
student population here, but at least they are accepted
withoat general rancor. Individual djscriminationa
against them do exist by faculty members and students
who feel an invasion of their masculine domain, but
these are the natural rigors any girl entering such a
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-ituation must expect.
There have been women at M.I.T. for a long time
and there will continue to be for a long time to come.
The Institute has obligated itself to train them and
indeed sees no reason why it should not. The admission
policies will not change in the future, although now
that more emphasis is being given to humanities here,
more girls may be expected to apply. The natural level
of girls seems to about 2% of the total student body
at present. Most certainly outside pressure will be
put on the Institute to admit more students to fill
the crying need for technological trainees. Academic
standards, it is felt, must be kept high, but an in-
crease in enrollment of up to 50 must be expected
in the foreseeable future. Of this number many will
be girls.
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FACILITIES FOR WOMET STUDENTS AT W.I.T. THE PRCBIEM
The facilities fpr the coed seem to reflect her
general needs at the school, although they are inadequate
in some cases. The Largare t Cheney Room in the In-
stitute's main buildinz provides a base of operations
during the day. It consists of a large living room
with a piano and comfortable furniture. Adjoining
it is a kitchen and area for eating meals. There is
also a closed study room, while in another area is a
shower room and locker space. Beds have been provid-
ed. for ,those girls who find it necessary to work late
at night or who want to take a nap during the day.
Men are not generally allowed in the Cheney Room and it
is considered an inner sanctum of the coeds. Housing
at M.I.T. has always been heterogeneous. Male students
have generally been able to secure accommodations of
many types - high or low-priced dormitories, frater-
nities, cooperative living groups, apartments or
private rooms. A coed is not faced with nearly so
wide a range. If she is not living at home she may
be able to obtain a room in the Institute dormitory
in Boston, but, since this building accommodates only
seventeen girls, many are forced to live elsewhere.
Of course , many of them do not want to live there
anyway. The alternative seems to be to live in a
rented room or in an apartment with other girls.
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Also there is at least one girls' cooperative house;
and another cooperative is maintained coeducationally
by students of many different schools.
The present situation is far from satisfactory.
True, more freedom can be exercised than at most co-
educational or girls' institutions, but often poor
or objectionable housing facilities are forced upon
girls who feel inequalities acutely. In some cases,
girls admitted to TI.I.T. have withdrawn, specifically
because of the housing problem, perhaps due in large
measure to parental pressure. The private rooming
house many times does not produce an environment con-
ducive to good studying and tends to isolate a girl
from her fellow students unnecessarily. The rooms
are often dirty and poorly lighted; control over noise
is difficult and many frictions develop among tenants
and proprietors.
The apartment solves many of these social prob-
lems, but the physical facilities are usually no
better. Perhaps the major difficulty of all these
accommodations is the distance from school. Most of
the rooms and aprtments are located along Beacon Street,
Commonwealth Avenue, and the adjacent side streets.
None is closer than half a mile and many are over a
mile . The Karvard Bridge, traversing the Charles
River, makes up a large portion of the journey, and
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in the winter time storms often make the crossing
extremely uncofifortable and dangerous. The redeeming
feature of a room or apartment, of course, is its
comparatively low cost.
There is a low-cost girls' cooperative student
house on the Fenway where some M.I.T. coeds live.
Another inexpensive alternative - the coeducational
cooperative house represents a unique living ex-
periment. It is doubtful that there are many places
in the country where men and women students can
live together under the same roof in adjoining rooms,
jointly managing the affairs of the house, with ab-
solutely no supervision other than their own. Apparent-
ly the idea has been quite successful. However, in
order to maintain very inexpensive accommodations and
still break even, it has been necessary to house a
large number of students in one building with resultant
overcrowding.
The M.I.T. Women's Dormitory was established in
1946, apparently when the Institute found itself em-
barrassed at professing to be a coeducational institution
and yet providing female students no housing facilities.
A private house on Bay State RLoad in the Back Bay was
acquired. It is in a block of four-story row houses
which appear to have been better maintained in the
past than some others in the vicinity. The dormitory
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contains .three single and seven double rooms; in addition,
there is a large front room for the housemother. On
the street floor are the common facilities - dining
room and kitchen, and living room.
Both personal and common areas are cramped. Closet
and entertainment space in particular seem to be at a
premium. some of the bedrooms seem to be ample in size
while others are too small. Bathrooms are poorly equipped
and arranged. One of the basement rooms serves as a double.
However, despite the overcrowding there is a happy atmos-
phere around the building; probably the fact that it
appears more a home than a dormitory contributes to this
feeling.
The need for additional or new living space is ev-
ident. Many more girls apply for admission to the
dormitory each year than can be accommodated. Occasion-
ally parental pressure is applied so that some girls are
admitted who do not need the protection and security
of a dormitory as much as others who are refused.
All male first year students not living at home
are required to live either in a dormitory or approved
fraternity, thus affording the Institute some measure
of control over therm. 1no such requirement exists for
the coeds, but the administration is seriously thinking
of applying the rule to them as well. This would in-
crease the load on girlst housing. Certainly the fresh-
men are the girls most needing the shelter and safety
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of communal living. Leaving a sheltered home life and
being thrust out into a rather solitary existence in
Boston has often been more than a girl could stand.
Many have left the Institute for just these peychic
reasona. It may be agreed , as it was in the caG of
the men, that requiring freshmen to live ,on the campus"
is a violation of the principles of individual freedom
that the school professes to maintain. However, it
may be wiser to permit this violation rather than deal
with maladjustments later arising as a result of students
being unable to cope maturely with everyday problems.
The pros And coins of the question will be discussed
for some time to come but probably the Institute will
take the position that it has an obligation to the
students and parents alike to provide sonie form of
healthy and secure living group for all who enter.
Althoughi as previously mentioned in the number
of girls to be admitted, percentage-wise is contemplated,
outside demancds for trained technological personnel
will undoubtedly force an increase in total student
population. Again - the necessity for further housing
is apparent.
l.I.T.' Abuilding and expansion program p rovide s
for the construction of 'a new womern's dormitory in the
not-too-distant future. The design of such a building
is the purpose ofthis thesis.
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Other construction must come first for the general
welfare and equipping of the entire student body. The
new Compton Laboratories and the ttudent Union building
are all pressing necessities and perhaps others will
come before the girls' dormitory. Meanwhile, there
have been many proposals for obtaining temporary coed
housing. The most immediate solution seems to be to
acquire some large private house in the Back Bay area
or near the M.I.T. campus. This could either replace
or supplement the present dormitory. Tumerous schemes
have been evolved; none have been acted upon. The
best possibilities seem to lie in the Back Bay area
but some suggestions have been brought up concerning
Cambridge property along Memorial Drive. There are a
few private houses next to the Graduate House which
might be suited to this purpose. Cost seems to be
a major deterent to purchase of property.
Other proposals include turning one wing of the
Runkle unit of the East Campus dormitory complex
into a women's center. This would involve more re-
novation than a private house probably, and would
place girls in a rather unsatisfactory environment --
close to a dirty industrial area and sandwiched in
an area inhabited almost entirely by men. They would
tend to lose their identity as a group and much of
the psychological security of a separate building would
be lost. In addition, the men' s dormitory would be
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deprived of much-needed space and less return on the girls
would be realized. Virtually the same proposal was made
f or one wing of Burton Hou3e, naturally with practically
the same objections.
Another suggestion concerned using Sancta Yaria
Hospital, next to Baker House, as a girls' dormitory.
However, the management of the hospital seems to be
highly reluctant to more; they probably could not afford
to relocate their plant at the price that X.I.T. would
be willing to pay.
One of the above proposals may be used within
the next year or two but it would be at best a stops
gap measure. A new building with complete facilities
convenient to school will answer the objections of
temporary housing.
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TI-E DORMITORY PROGRAI
It was decided, as a result of a questionnaire sent
to all M.I.T. coeds to determine their feelings on dor-
mitory life, to provide accommodations for roughly fifty
girls. This number would be made up of the seventeen
girls living in the present dormitory; about ten of
the entering freshmen, that is, those not living at
home; some Fifteen who are presently living in rooming
houses, apartments and cooperative student houses; and
eight to ten graduate students who have expressed a
desire to live in separate apartments close to school.
Allowance for expansion should be provided as most
certainly the Institute will grow. ivith a maximum in-
crease of 50'/ in the student body a total of approxi-
mately seventy-five girls might be expected to desire
accommodations here.
The questionnaire, which was returned by over 6Z4
of the coeds, indicated that just about half of those
undergraduates interested wanted to live in single
rooms while the other half desired to live with one
other person. However, it was decided to provide for
more doubles than singles since one of the advantages
of dormitory life is that girls are given the oppor-
tunity of learning to live with one another, enabling
them to take a mature place in later life. This is
looked upon as very important in many colleges and in
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their dormitories there are vewy few singles or none
at all.
Almost no one wanted to have more than two persons
in a room. This is just as well because it is gener-
ally felt that cliques form, often of two people,
and the remaining person finds herself discriminated
against and rejected. This leads to providing about
half the rooms as singles and half as doubles, at least
for the undergraduates.
The graduates seem to have disdain for undergrad-
uate life and desire to be away from them, in separate
apartments. This would imply separate entrances and
facilities for their own cooking, although the oppor-
tunity should certainly exist for interplay between
the two zones of the dormitory.
In addition to these facilities a few extra rooms
are to be provided. These, which can be singles with
two beds are for the use of commuters who work late at
school, dates of k.I.T. men on weekends, female parents
and friends, and ill girls not requiring hospital
facilities. These rooms should not prove to be un-
economical and should be in more or less constant
use. A fee would be charged for their use.
There should be a number of rather small living
rooms for entertaining guests and general lounging.
They should not be of the cubicle variety, but should
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insure a discreet amount of privacy. This living area
should be available for house functions such as dances,
teas, and meetings and therefore should be expandable
in some manner. Somewhere on the first floor near these
living rooms there should be space, acoustically, for
television viewing. The girls at the present dormitory
do not seem to want a television set, but provision
should be made for one. There should be another sep-
arate area for musical pursuits, with a piano and radio-
phonograph. Many girls play instruments and almost all
like to listen to music at one time or another. In
addition there should be a men's room and powder room near
the living rooms but unobtrusive, for the use of guests
and students.
On either the first floor or in the basement there
should be space for a few games - ping-pong, chess,
checkers, etc. - which would be available to guests.
Also, since the main purpose of the dormitory is to
enhance education and study, an area should be allotted
for use by both men and women students for joint home-
work endeavor. Since this would occur largely during
weekdays and other periods when the living rooms are
not at their peak load for entertaining guests, probably
some of the living or dining room area can be used for
this purpose.
Near the front door there should be a small office
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where mail, packages, and messages may be received
and delivered. No full time help is necessary here
and an institutional feeling is to be avoided.
The dining room should be sufficient to accommaodate
all the undergraduate residents of the house plus an
increase for guests, dates, parents, and graduate stu-
dents who might want to eat here. Service will be by
girls serving as waitresses; they will pick up food in
the kitchen and bring it to the tables. It should be
remembered, however, that when guests are most fre-
quent, that is, on weekends, many of the residents may
be dining elsewhere. Also this space can be used
more economically if non-resident girls could eat their
noontime meals here on some common basis. In general,
small tables should be provided but a few large ones
help cliques from forming at meals, which seems to
be unavoidable. Noise should be kept at a minimum in
the dining room and some acoustical treatment probably
is necessary. This room can also be used effectively
for small dances and receptions if desired.
The kitchen can be out of the general student cir-
culation area, since it is expected that at least one
full-time cook would be employed. It should have ad-
jacent to it some form of dry storage room that can be
ventilated easily and which is accessible at grade
to a delivery entrance. Heavy and long-term storage
can be provided in the basement with connecting stairway
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and dumbwaiter or small elevator. _ince the kitchen will
be normally locked during off-hours some kitchenette
space should be available to the lounge area for serving
snacks to guests.
The housemother should have a suite of rooms at
her disposal, at least consisting of a bedroom, living
room, and bath. Its location should insure privacy and
quiet, yet should be readily accessible by the students,
without imparting a feeling of supervision. It should
be fairly close to the front door, but access to it
should not involve excessive traffic through the
studenta' social areas.
A suite of rooms for a faculty resident has been
considered and unless found to be completely impractical
from a cost standpoint would be highly desirable. The
function of a resident from the staff and his wife
would remain as it is in the ments dormitories on campus,
that is to act as an informal advisor. No managerial
duties would be assumed by them. Their suite should con-
sist of a living room, bedroom, kitchen, with facilities
for, study and quiet.
The students' rooms should be arranged so that as
many of them as possible are drawn together without over-
crowding. In general, some form of natural group should
evolve from a purely physical arrangement, but it should
never be allowed to keep out of contact with other groups,
nor should students from one group be denied access to
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another. Cliques should never be allowed- to form;
neither should any students be permitted to withdraw
completely from any group. The object of this area
should be to divide an unmanageable number of persons
into flexible and fluid groups of a compatible size.
Generally it seems that this group size varies from
four to ten persons. The group must not be allowed to
become overimportant, and all rooms should be equally
accessible.
Closet space in the present dormitory seems to
be inadequate and in the new building this should be
very carefully designed to make the maximum use of the
area. Women t s storage requirements are quite different
from those of men. Dressing space should be located,
of sufficient size, near the closets. A vanity table
and sink combination should be provided in each room
so that it is not necessary t4ieave this room for make-
up and light washing.
Some lounge space should be provided near the
rooms where students may talk or read without disturb-
ing roommates. This should be a common meeting ground
encouraging interplay between as many persons as poss-
ible. It may be that part of this area could be used
for special study area for a certain number of students;
however, it seems that girls prefer studying in their
bedrooms and perhaps sufficient study space should be
provided there rather than outside of the privacy of
the room.
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A kitchenette for the use of the students at odd
hours is very desirable. It should be efficient, small,
and equipped with only enough facilities for a very
small meal. It can be located in or near student
lounge areas.
Bathrooms probably should serve as few persons as
is possible. In general, showers should be provided, but
a few tubs are desirable. The problem of keeping them
clean seems to be less as far as girls are concerned.
Privacy for girls using showers and toilets is of prime
importance and a few sinks with paper towels nearby should
be provided.
Somewhere in the residential area there should be
space for mending clothes, sewing, and ironing. This
area should be used in combination with storage space
for bulky clothes used for only a portion of the year,
such as evening gowns and coats.
There should be a laundry in the basement contain-
ing automatic washers, driers and plenty of indoor line
space. This space should be capable of being kept very
clean.
Also in the basement there should be an area for
dead storage - trunks and cartons and suitcases. They
should be easily available on racks. seldom used
household fixtures and maintenance items can be kept
here as well.
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Directly accessible at grade or slight ramp should
be an aea for perhaps 20-25 bicycles with racks and
some space for minor repairs. Apparently more girls
will ride bicycles if a dormitory is in Cambridge where
less traffic is expected than in Boston.
The roof should be utilized to provide space for
studying and sunbathing during the pleasant months of
the school year. Privacy from outside view and con-
sideration of sun and wind factors are of importance
here.
The disposition of the dormitory during the summer
months should be considered. If it is to be closed then,
provisions should be made so that minimum maintenance
is required. If only part of it is to be used, defin-
ite areas should be designated for that purpose.
Space should be provided for coat storage for guests
near the main entrance as well as for house employees
in the service areas. Come library space should be
allotted to take care of books donated to the house and
already collected, so that they may be used easily and
as often as necessary.
Perhaps ten to fifteen girls might be expected to
want to keep automobiles at school and the dormitory
should strive to provide parking space for them.
Institute policy in the future may limit this when park-
ing problems become more acute than at present. A few
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parking space should be provided for guests, however,
regardless of student requirements.
The telephone cosplex in the men' s dormitories is
chaotic, involving three different systems, and little
help is foreseen. Perhaps here connections can be made
to the inter-dormitory system in each individual room,
by which means the occupants can be informed of incoming
calls to be received in hall booths. This would involve
Institute as well as outside Bell telephone calls into
the house. Outgoing calls would be made from key booths
on each residential floor as well as the main floor.
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T IE S OLUT IoNl
SITE
Only a few sites in Institute property west of
Massachusetts Avenue, where M.I.T. wants all living
groups to be located in the future, presented themselves
for this dormitory. Land further east was not seriously
considered because of lack of available locations and
dirty, noisy conditions. Along Memorial Drive, there
is a parking lot just east of the Sancta Maria Hospitil,
which would probably be of sufficient size to hold a
women's dormitory. However, this is one of the most con-
gested spots of the Massachusetts Avenue-Memorial Drive
intersection and probaibly is land that frankly could be
put to better use as a men's dormitory at some future
date. It mirht be that some of the land behind this
lot could be used thus making the women's building
part of the auditorium-chapel group. Functionally,
however, it might seem odd to place a purely residential
building into an entirely social complex. The trend seems
to be to keep all residential buildings at the western
end of the campus as far as possible.
The parking lot just east of Burton House was con-
sidered for a short time but rejected because of the
small size of the property and its rather cramped location
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between a fraternity house and Burton House. West of
the Nio. Six Club there is a rather fair-sized parcel of
land presently occupied in part by the I I .T. solar
house. Beyond this point the Drive ceases to be a
divided highway and noise becoromes a real problem. The
land now occupied by Howard Johnson' s and the Smith
House will revert to M.I.T. in seven years, but they
were not considered seriously because of their distance
from the main academic buildings, although M.I.T. will
most certainly build there in the future.
Of the river sites presently occupied by buildings
none were considered because of high investments, except
these: the fraternities and private house next to the
graduate house, rejected again because of noise and the
desirability of retaining these fraternities on the
Cambridge side of the Uharles; the site now occupied
by the sancta Maria Hospital. M.I.T. hopes to own this
land s ometime within the near future , but the noise,
combined with its extreme proximity to Baker House,
make this a rather undesirable site. Of river locations
the solar house lot seems to offer the most advantages,
although it is fairly distant from school. The advantages
of a river site, of course, ar2 many: much sunshine,
ability to catch sunmmer breezes, and an impressive view.
However, it must be remembered that noise from traffic
on Zemorial Drive isa problem and dirt from industrial
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Cambridge always exists.
It has been understood that none of the land ore-
sently occupied by playing field is to be encroached
upon, and in fact the land in Westgate east of the
main street there is not to be built on, once Westgate
is rebuilt, according to present plans. In theory, at
least most of the remaining land in Westgate is available
since many proposed plans for future married student
housing indicate that it will be placed as far to the
west end of the campus as possible. One plan was to
use this land as a fraternity row, since the Institute
encourages the non-Cambridge houses to move here. How-
ever, it is expected that few will actually ever make
the move, because of the prohibitive cost and also, no
doubt, a desire to maintain a certain degree of indiv-
&ality. lacking a real concrete plan for the redevelop-
ment of Westgate, it would seem foolish to arbitrarily
locate a building here, recognizing, however, that
many guite workable sites might s ome day be available.
The same, of course, is true of Westgate West.
For these reasons the solar house site was selected.
Its size. may well allow for the future construction of a
women1s center in addition, which has been the dream of
women connected with the Institute in all capacities~
its possible location there should be considered,
in addition.
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DTS1 OSITION OF LTIzENT S
The main body of the building was Iocated. near the
rear of the site as much as possible to keep noise from
Memorial Drive to a minimum. In addition a view of play-
ing fields will be aforded from the rear side of the
lot once some of the land in Westgate has been reclaimed
for this purpose. The building was placed close to the
eastern end of the lot for easier access to school and
to allow for future buildings, such as a proposed women' s
center.
The front part of the lot was conceived of as a
landscaped garden, partially walled in, for relaxation
during the fall and sIpring months when the weather is
pleasant. Also winter games in the snow can be played
there durin th. Ninter. Certainly it will enhance
the view towards the river.
Two sclhemes were considere for the graduate
student apartments. One provided for using the west-
ern end of the main buildinc for this purpose. How-
ever, this entails the use of a stairway and entrance
apart from the undergraduate section for privacy;
graduate students should be ab7Ie to entertain men
in their apartments if desired. The needfoa
sharper differentiation was evident for the peace of
mind of both graduat~e and undergraduate*
The second sch~eme involves a wtin at right angles
in front of the .eastern end of the dormitory f or
apartments using a comon entryway to Fowler Street.
Each apartment faces the grden and considerable privacy
is achie ved. This plan was finally adopted..
The corridors in the domitory were offset so tLat
the doubles could be placed on one side and singles on
the other at one end of the buildingi the procedure is
reversed at tie other end so that both doubles and singles
get the more desirable river orientation. The bavthroous
are located in bays on the rear, releasing' more rooms
for the front.
The transition between the offset corridors is
acievoed by means of a lounge running through the build-
ing north and south. Here sitting space is provided
for relaxation from studying. There is a kitchenette
fur snacks directly off it. Part of the third floor
lounge in front has been removed so that a two-story
lounge exists :;iving a huge view of the river and
garden. Likewise, part of the second floor lounge has
been retoved in the rear to provide a balcony over the
entry spaces below on the ground floor. A "grand stair-
case" connects these levels affording the girls an
opportunity to display themselves to dates and guests
while descending.
Other stairways are located at either end of the
corridors in single-room bays -- one for a back exit
to the laundry, bicycles and other service functions,
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-whilethe othor is primarily for fire escape.
The first floor contains the lounge spaces, dining
room and kitchen, and bicycle room. It is entered either
from Amherst Alley or Fowler Street by means of a canopy
which extends through the entire building and also
connects to the graduate wing. The dining room and
lounge are given views into the garden. rxpansion is
achieved by adding a third residential floor to the
dormitory and another graduate wing at the western end
of the garden.
ROOMS AID APARTLENT S
The rooms of the undergraduates were designed to
give each student ample study space in conjunction with
separate dressing, sleeping and sitting areas. Mov-
able desks are located close to windows for maximu
light. Beds are ligbtweight, easy to move around
in different arrangements and can be used with cushions,
as couches, during the day. Wardrobe closets are
located along one lateral wall affording csome acoustic
isolaticn. A vanity table, incorporating a sink in it,
is included near the closets. The offset corridor
arrangement of rooms allows many future possibilities
for chance in clan should that be found necessary.
The graduate apartments consist of two rooms and
a bath. The living room and entrance face the garden
and the bedroom is behind it facing east. The bath is
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in one corner of the apartment back-to-back with a
kitchenette. The apartrnent has good cross-ventilation
when the living room and bedroom can be opened to one
large area.
2TRUCTURE
The dormitory building is of reinforced concrete --
round columns supporting flat slabs. No drop panels
or capitals are necessary since provision is made for
pouring the slab around a rolled steel gridwork connected
to the column, thus preventing the column from punching
through the slab. The thickest column (in the center
line of columns) is 16 inches, computed to include
the weight of a fourth floor. Other columns, along
the outside, are 12 inches in diameter. The thickness
of the flat slab is 7 inches.
The exterior walls are set behind the columns so
that complete freedom is allowed for future changes
in the floor plan without disturbing the structure.
The columns are exposed and covered with a fine grout
for weatherproofing.
The partitions between the graduate apartments
are bearing walls supporting the roof. The canopy
over the entrances is supported by a line of small
columns in line with the bearing walls . The roof
is a 6-inch concrete slab.
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ACOUSTICS
In the appendix are found calculations for check-
ing "deadnessr of rooms and applying materials of
correct sound absorption. There are also computa-
tions involving noise reduction in the music room
near the lounge spaces.
Sound transmission between rooms is a very crit-
ical factor where so many people live close together.
A gentle roar from outside is not so annoying as
hearing one's neighbor's radio. Concrete block plas-
tered on both sides, provides a theoretical 46 db
loss and should be sufficient for all but the noisiest
neighbors.
Doors are perhsps the weakest of the room elements
in terms of sound barriers and detailing should be to
as close tolerance as possible. Without elaborate
door stripping and setting the most satisfactory
solution seems to be to enforce rules concerning ex-
cessive noise in the corridors. Certainly a carpet
in the corridor would help in the noise involved in
walking along.
Wherever holes are cut through concrete slabs
for pipes it is important to fill the holes around the
pipe so. that no space is left open for free sound
transmission. This is ejually true of places where
electric outlets are set into solid- walls. Wherever
the plaster on the concrete block has been pierced
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it should be repaired quickly so that sound cannot
leak through the rather porous block.
Above all, good sound isolation seems to depend
upon good detiling and. careful construction. TMost
complaints arising' in dormitories along this line
have been due to carelessness, provided proper mat-
erials have been specified.
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APEDIX
ACOUSTICS
Reverberation in single rooms:
V = (8) (10) (13) 1040 ft.
T average should = 0.4 sec. (a) 500 oks. normal
speech range
T = 0.049!
0.4 = 0.049(1040
a
a = 0.049(1040) 127 Sabines of absorption
0 .4
a' available in singles:
(a) 512 cs (i) ceiling Kalite 103 A = (10(13) = 132
on metal lath (130) (0.40) = 52.0
(2) Plastered Aw= (2)(13)(S) = (208)(0.020)
on hollow tile = 412
(3) End wall AP = (8) (10)-(7x2i =(62.5) (0.020 = 1.3
(4) Door AD (7)(2j) = (17.5)(0-03)
00-5
(5) Windows A = (10)(5) = (50)(0-027)
1.3
(6) Below windows Abw (10)(3)=(30) (0.020)
Plastered on hollow tile 0.6
59.9
() Two people (2) (4) 8
()Drapez A = (10) (4) =(4) (o.44) 17.6
(9) Bed (assme = 3 upholstered
chairs) -6.0.
(10 ) Cha ir 3 .0
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(11) Desk (assume smne as 3 non-upholstered
chairs) 0.7
(12)
(13)
(14)
(17)
(16)
(17)
Desk Chair
ardrobe (assume same as 3
non-upholstered chairs)
Bookcase (assume a =
Corkboard A -(5) (3)=(15) (0.08
floor: rug (4) (6)=(24) (0.28)
asphalt tile
(130-24) =(bo6)(0.06)
0.3
1.2
2.0
1.2
6.7
6.4
113.0
Enough niscellaneous items around
room to bring up to
Reverberation in Double Rooms:
v = (3)(13 1/3)(13) = 1920 cu. ft.
T = 0.4 sec. at 500 ops - normal speech range
a = (009 (1920) = sabins of absorption
0.4
At 512 cpi
(I) Ceiling Kalite 103, on metal 1
A (13)(18) - 234 sq. ft.
a (234) (0.40)
(2) Walls, plastered on concrete b
A =C(2)(18)(8) = 2dsq. ft.
a =(28) (0 .02)
(3) End wall, same as (2)
&= (S)(13)-17.5 = 36.5 -sqft.
a = (36.5) (0.02)
(4)Door
A= 17.5
a - (17-5) (0-03)
(5) rindows
A (5)(13)= 65 sq. ft.
a = (65) (0i.002 7 )
(6) Below windows same as (2)
A (13)(3) = 39 sq. ft.
a = (39) (0.-02)
ath
= 93.6 sabins
lock
= 5-83 t
= 1.7
= 0.5
1.8
0.8
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(7) Two people
(3) Drapes (over windows)
A =(/2)(8x13) = 52 sq. 4t.
a = (2)(O.44)
()) Drapes (dividing room)
A = 1/2(8x3) = 52 sq. feet.
a.(52)(o .44)
(10) Beds (2) a
(11) Upholstered chairs (2) a
(12) Two desks a
(13) Two desk chairs a
(14) Wardrobe closet(2) a
(15) Bookcase (2) a
(16) corkboard (2) a
(17) Rug
A = (8)(9) - 72 sq. ft.
a = (72)(0.28)
(18) Asphalt tile
A = (13)(18) - 72 = 162 Sq.ft.
a = (162)(o.06)
8.0 sabins
= 22.9
=22.9
12.0
6.0
= 1.4
= o.6
= 2.4
= 4.0
2.4
20.2
219.'7 sabins
(19) Enough miscellaneous material
around room to bring total up
to 23 sabinis.
Sound transmission loss through windows (4") 30 db
cencrete
block plastered46 db
"L " door
(1 3/4"H solid) 20 db
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Dining Room:
v = 25 x 35 x x 11 = 9620 cubic feet
T = 0.65 sece (from table)
a = 600 sabins (from table) - use was
a V 9620 740 cabins (from formula)
20T ( 0)(,.65)
Absorption units available:
8 tables
A 2)(8)(3) (7) = 336 4 ft.
a = (336)(0.03)
64 semi upholstered chairs
a =(64)(25)
50 people
a = (4)(50)
Open dorridor
a = (5)(ll)(l)
Side bridk wall
A = (35)(11)-55 330
a= (330 ) (0.031)
sq. ft
Northend wall:
brick: A = (25)(4) = 100 sq. ft.
= (100)(o.031)
glass: A (25)(7) = 175 sq. ft.
a = (175) (0.027)
Southend wall:
A = (2 5)(l1) = 275 sq. ft.
a (275) (o.027)
Floor: asphalt tile
25)75 sq. ft.
a = (375)(o-03)
Tablecloths: (assume 2 tabins each)
a = (3) (2)>
Drapes: (j)(2)(11)(25) = 137 sq. ft.
a = (137) (0 .44),
= 10.1 sabins
= 6o.o
- 200.0
= 55-0
= 10.5
= 3.1
- 4.6
7*-4
= 26.2
6.o
553.4
40
*
Ceiling nust supply only 47 sabins
47=0.054
use plaster, lime, sand finish on metal lath.
3Llisic Room 20x15x13 = 3050 ft
ideal T = 0.6 sec. at 512 ops only
absorption = 225 sabins (from tale)
a = V = 3000 = 25o sabins (from formula)
20T 12
(1) Wood sheathing - pine
(4" tile)
A = 15x10 = 150
a = 150x0-l0 =5
(2) (a)same as (1) 1
A = (20)(66) = 120
a = (120) (0.10) = 12
(b)glass (3/161)
A = (4)(20) = 8o
a = (80)(0.027) = 2
(3) same asi()
A = 150
a = (150) (0.10) 15
(4) (a) same as (1)
A =4(20-3) = 68
a = 16)(0.10) 7
(b) glass
A 16)(17) =102
a = 1102 )(o.027) 3
(5) glass
A = (10) (2) = 30
a = (30 (0.027)=
(6) Carpet a/ft. 2  = 0.i8
A = (10 )4(5) = 150
a = (150)(o.28) =42
(7 ) A sphalt TPile
(linoleum) A = 150 f t
a = (0.03)(150)5
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(8) Drapes
A = (1/2)(20)(1 ) = 100
a = (0.00)(100)
(9) Furniture
(a) sofa (= 2 chairs
a = (2)(3.0)
= 40
= 6
(10)Persons (2)
a = (2)4.2) - - 8
Total without ceiling 156
T o be obtained from ceiling 225
156
69
A = (15) (20) = 300
a = 69 d =0.23
300
UseKalite#104 plaster (a 0.24) in entire ceiiin
Transmission losses -- music room
12
a4
lAy t2A2 .
- a_
'N.R.= 10 loglo 9
2 sabins
A T TA
(1) 150 0-000005-00075
(2) (a) 120O000005 .006o
(b) So 0 .0 01 .08000
(3 150 0.000005 .00075(4 (a) 68 0.000005 .00034
() 102 0.001 .10200(5) 30 0.001 .03000(6)
(7) -
(10) --
(11) 300 0.000008 .00240
T 0.21684
log 10  22
0u.217
10 locr 1040 = (3.02) =30.dh
42
N.Ra,= 10
Ass ume a maximum noise level of 65 db at street 70' away
- 30 = 35 - too much,reduce more
Eliminating all windows exceot door+2 strips on outside
(with double }" panes)
(a) all tile walls: 370 ft.
-40
0.000005
0.0001
T = 0.216$-0.0806-0.1023+0.0058
T = 0.0397
NS.R. = 10 log1 = 10 log10 563O = 37.5 dib better
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0.00135
0.00400
.00585
GI2
/
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MEM ORIAL DRIVE
ct 2D
March 9, 1955
Box 4
362 Memorial Drive
Cambridge 39, Mass.
Dear Tech Coed,
As subject for my bachelor's thesis in architecture I have
selected this, A Women's Dormitory for MIT. In Preparing a program
for this topic I need considerable information which is undoubtedly
best provided by the women students themselves. Therefore, I would
greatly appreciate it if you would fill out this questionnaire and
return it in the enclosed envelope within the next few days. I
cannot overemphasize the importance of your cooperation in this
project; your reply will help determine the type of dormitory to
be designed, which will, in turn, I hope, give some direction to
the Institute's actual building program. Tentatively the proposed
dormitory would be located on MIT property somewhere west of
Massachusetts Avenue, as part of the Institute's development pr o-
gram of that part of the campus as a residential, recreational, and
social area.
All replies will be reported in statistical form only; they
need not be signed, and, of course will be confidential. If you
feel that you can help me beyond the scope of this questiQnnaire,
I'll be glad to talk to you anytime. You can reach me by leaving
a note in the architecture department headquarters, Room 7-345, or
by calling Baker House phone 292. Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Richard Gardner
I. For those students not now living in the present dorm.
1. If there were space for you at a women's dorm would you
live there? Yes 23 No 26 No Return 1
2. Would you want to live in the present dorm iT"it were
closer to school? Yes 14 No .3-3 No return 2 Probably
.3. Would you want to live in the present dorm if tTi rents
were lower? Yes 8 No 29 Noreturn
4. Have you applied ?F acmmodations at the present dorm in
the past and been turned down? Yes 22 No 28 No retrnrn 1
5.- Do you now liv e a) at home ? 20
b) in a cooperative house?_
c) in a rooming house or apartment ? j24
d) with friends? 1 Independent dormi
6. If you are commuting from home, do you often find it nec-
essary to stay late at school, or even overnight?
Yes 28 No 9 Ne returnj1
(over)(1)
II. For those students who are now living or who have, in the
past, lived) in =he pr-ese'nt dormitory.
1. Do you like living in the dorm? Yes 18 No 4
2. Do you feel that a real home-like atmosphere exists there
now? Yes 19 No 3
3. a) Is there too much noise? Yes 13 No j
b) If so, does it come from 1 other floors? 8
2 visitors or roommates? 6
3 halls and stairways?
5) Same floor2L 4) mechanical equipment? '
4. Do you object to assigned duties such as dinner choresf
Yes 7 No 15
5. Do you live in a a) single? 3
b) double? TT
6. Is there sufficient a study space? Yes 12 No 10
b dressing space? Yes 15 Ro07
c recreation space? Yes 10 No 12
d) entertainment space? Yes d No 14
7. Do you feel that there should be more variation inThe ac-
commodations for each student? Yes 10 No 10 ' 2
8. Do you have a car at school? Yes 0 No 21
9. Do you have a bicycle at school? Yes 6 No 16
10. With how many girls in the dorm are you
a very friendly? 0-38 ; 4-7 11; 8-11 1 ;12up2
"just friendly? 0-3 3 T ; 4-7'2~; 8-11 9 ; 12 up 8
c on rather poor terms? 0-3 18 7T4-7 0 ;8-11 0
12 up
11. How often do you entertain men guests at the dorm?
a often 6
b occasionally 12
c infrequently 3
12. Would you be inclined to invite guests more often if there
were better facilities? Yes 13 No 8
13. Are there sufficient facilities for
a washing clothes? Yes 13 No 8
b ironing? Yes 14 No Tb No return 1
c sewing and mending? Yes 14 No 7
d drying Yes 0 No 3
III. For graduate students only. The question has arisen as to
whether some of the women graduate students at the Institute
would be -accommodated in a new dormitory. It would be appreci-
ated if you would fill out this section as well as the others.
1. Would you like to live in such a dorm? Yes 12 No 7 NR 2
2. Would you prefer to live in a sm 11 separate apartmenF Wa
from the undergraduates? Yes 10 No 4 NRl_1
want? yo ha 8 your own apartment, how many roommates would you
want O 1 j ; 2 2 ;3 2 ; 4 0 ; more
4. Do you think the same rules should apply for graduates as
do for undergraduates? Yes 6 No 14 NRl I
5. Would you want to do any entertaining inWour-Fhoms?
Yes 17 No 4
(over)(2)
6. Would you prefer to
a cook in a communal graduate kitchen? 5
b) cook in a private kitchenette in each apartment? 15
c eat with th undergraduates?
d) eat out?
IV. For all those interested in a new women's dormitory.
1. Would you prefer to live in a a single? 3
b double?
c triple? 3
d) quadruple? 0
2. Would you have any qualms about living close to a men's
dormitory? Yes 3 No 53
3. Do you feel that individual mailboxes are desirable?
Yes 37 No 15 Indifferent 6
4. a) Do you play a musical instrument to any degree of
proficiency? Yes 26 No 31 NR 1
b) Do you sing or play an instrument inany organized group?
Yes 10 No 47 NR 1
c) Would you use a music room occasionally if one were
provided? Yes 49 No 7 NR 2
5. Do you have a a small 20
b moderate 28
c large 9 number of pieces of dead
storage, i.e., trunks and suitcases?
6. Would you ever have occasion to invite a girl friend or
female member of your family to stay overnight? Yes
No 7
7. Would you like to have a faculty member and his wife live in
a private suite in the dorm? Yes 34 No 7 '2 IndJ. 5 NR 18. Would you want a television set in the dorm, provided thre
were regulations concerning its use? Yes 33 No 22 NR 1
9. Would you keep an automobile at school if there were parking
space? Yes 18 No 33 Maybe A NR 2
10. Would you want to keep a bicycle at the new dorm?
Yes 21 No 32 NR 3
11. Do you prefer to study in a) your bedroom? 40
b) a special study room? 14 Either 3
12. Do you like to prepare occasional snacks? Yes 54 No 1
13. Have you been to the Institute's infirmary or other hospital
facilities for overnight or longer during your college career?
Yes 13 No 43 NR 1
14. Would you prefer to have largely a) movable 42 NRBj
b) built-in 1 furniturein bedrooms or study rooms?
15. Would you like to see a women' s dorm hold occasional house
dances? Yes 47 No 6 Inlifferent 1 NB 3
If you have any ideas conceirning this project, please elaborate
on the backs of these pages.
(3)
